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Offering over 10 years of experience as an Instant Return Representative to assist 
your company in attracting and retaining a strong customer base.

2016 – 2020
INSTANT RETURN REPRESENTATIVE - ABC CORPORATION

 Offered insight at managerial meetings to increase company growth and 
development.

 Utilized computer training to resolve customer issues and conduct company 
business.

 Experienced working in a fast-paced environment.
 Experienced in prioritizing tasks and time to ensure efficiency.
 Helped a variety of Amazon customers by phone, e-mail and/or chat.
 Used tools and programs to navigate the website, research accounts, review 

options and solutions for customers, and communicate them effectively.
 Supported customers through typing, phone, and computer skills by navigating 

the internet and website, multiple browsers, e-mail, social media, and instant 
messenger, or chat tools.

2000 – 2016
INSTANT RETURN REPRESENTATIVE - DELTA CORPORATION

 Greet customers upon return of rental cars and close out rental car contracts.
 Provide customer support for issues during their car rental experience.
 Check cars for damages inside and outside, ask the customer how was the 

experience, go over the charges, change credit card if needed, print and give .
 Hertz Responsible for assisting customers with the express return process.
 Greet customers under the return canopy, check the car for damage, review the

mileage and the fuel level, answer questions and provide directions in .
 Promoted sales and upgrades to suit costumer needs and grow company 

revenue.
 Protected company property, conducted and filed incident reports.

EDUCATION

B.A. In Mass Media Arts
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SKILLS

Customer and Personal Service, Active Listening, Clerical, Speaking, Critical /thinking, 
Service Orientation, Judgement and Decision Making, Reading Comprehension, 
Complex Problem Solving, Instructing, Coordination, Monitoring.
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